
Gerd Mentges response to MYA comments on 10 rater rules 2016-01-05. Gerd is the author of this
rule update/ change

Dear Roger, Dear 10 Rater sailors,
I got your answers to the new 10 Rater class rule draft and perhaps it would be useful to give some further
information why we propose the changes.
Rig heights :
The proposed amendment has two main reasons. The minimum luff length shall provide racing at stormy
conditions but with the same chances for all taking part at the event.
At the event everybody would know that there is a smallest rig (99 cm luff length) and that there will be
racing as long as it is possible to sail with that rig.
We have an international sport and that needs some reliable guidelines for all weather conditions if you
travel from one end of the world to another.
A similar reason leads us to introduce a maximum luff length of 240 cm and perhaps better 220 cm. Those
from countries with mainly light wind conditions should not have an advantage with oversized rigs.
And there is another very important reason. You know that the 10 Rater class is not currently a growing
class and we want to change that.
One attempt to change that is the WC 2016 at lake Garda. Another point is to reduce the overall effort to
sail an 10 Rater. With a given range from 99-220 cm luff length you can be well equipped with 4 or 5 rigs.
Many airlines have a maximum length for outsize baggage – we know Marblehead rig boxes comply with
that limit and 2200 mm is about the maximum to fit in such a box. Not everyone has the luxury to travel by
car to such events and the 10 Rater is an international class that should not favour local sailors at major
events.
I am sure that among others the success of the IOM class has to do with the restricted number of rigs. Per-
haps some sailors would say that 10 Rater is a development class but the rig heights have nothing or very
less to do with yacht development.
LWL measurement :
It looks like that plenty of you assume that tank measurement would no longer be necessary. No !
Tank measurement is the basis to determine the LWL. It is the basis for any calculation with the measure-
ment forms and it is the basis to fit limit marks at the right position.
The main task of the LWL limit marks is a quick check to see whether the yacht floats with the designated
trim, as the trim of the yacht can have a big influence on the LWL. That’s no new information, I know J
If you have some more ideas, how to fit LWL limit marks at the hull, they are welcome.
Perhaps in this context it is useful to have a look on the history about the reason why the class rules are
written the way they are.
Before 1994 establishing the waterline endings was a requirement before issuing a certificate. The owner
was required to sign the measurement form/certificate to say that he would not alter the boat unless he had
the boat re-measured. Almost nobody complied with this rule – most went away and changed rc equipment,
rudder, rigging, sails. The only way to establish if a boat complied with the class rules (had the correct lwl)
would have been to check the boat at an event. Additionally most sailors were cheating (deliberately not
complying with the class rules) because they did not have their boat re-measured after making changes. The
class rules were deliberately changed to give owners the freedom to change their boats but responsibility
for compliance at an event became a Section C rule that clearly applies to the sailor.
How do we know if a boat complies at an event? Same as before – equipment control at an event is re-
quired. How does the sailor know his boat complies when first measured? Same as before – he has to float
the boat and check. How does the sailor know his boat complies after making a change to the boat? Almost
the same as before – he has to float the boat to check but he does not have to employ a measurer.
Certificates :
To have more than one certificate for the same yacht makes a lot of you unhappy. I ask myself why?
If for example you want to change the LWL of your yacht by changing of the lead and if you want to have
suitable sails for that new LWL, you have to get the boat re-measured and a new certificate issued – the old
certificate is invalid. If the experiment is not a total success and you return the boat to its original state you
have to get it re-measured and another certificate issued because the original became invalid. Now the sec-



ond certificate is invalid so you cannot return to test the idea again without getting the boat re-measured
and another certificate issued.
It’s much less expensive and much less effort to make a new certificate and new limit marks for that yacht
and then you have the choice relating on weather conditions. Testing the boat in each configuration be-
comes simple. This seems a neat way to make different experiences simpler and easier - within a develop-
ment class this seems useful.
The other problem is that it is impossible for a race committee to know if the certificate the sailor shows
them really is the most recent (only valid) certificate. Without requiring the race committee/organizing au-
thority to carry out a lot of work they probably do not want to do it would be difficult to prevent sailors us-
ing whatever certificate they want to use. They may be cheating but this is of little value to the honest sailor
who wants to compete on equal terms. A legitimate alternative is to own several boats and decide which to
use depending on the weather conditions at the event. Why should this be permitted when using a simple
alternative ballast and certificate at an event is not?
By the way I’m very happy that you have no objections concerning the changes with the measurement of
sails. The new method, especially for the head area of the sails is a good improvement and prepares us for
more and more fat head mains.
And please recognize that we introduced a new check measurement at events using the weight of the yacht
at tank testing. We all know, that often we have no tank at an event and then this can help with a simple and
quick check.
Regards
Gerd
VC TC IRSA
mentges@rcsegeln.de
Hamburg 16-01-05
PS: Roger please send this mail to whom it may concern and you can publish it at the MYA forum, too.



Dear Roger,
thank you very much for your mail.
Below you find my remarks.
Regards
Gerd

Response to  MYA letter of 5th of January

Dear Gerd,
In response to your comments, I think there is a misunderstanding of the MYA comments and I'm sure that
really we are on the same side, requiring compliance so that there will be fair sailing conditions for all, but
we are approaching it from different angles.
LWL measurement
Normally it is only necessary to fix something if it is broken. The MYA had a bad experience in 2013,
which indicated that all is not well with the current 10 rater rules. After much discussion the MYA tech team
and Jon Simpson did a report in 2013/2014 which was passed on to you by Jon Simpson, when you became
involved in IRSA's technical committees.

I didn’t find this document. Could you please send it again. Thank you.

What needed fixing was that, at the lakeside measurement, there appeared to be no way that the event
measurers could be sure that all the boats were compliant with the rules. In this event and at virtually all
MYA venues it is not practical to have a 10 rater measuring tank in a windless enclosure at the lakeside. At
this event It was clear from 'LWL' measurements taken on the boats with a caliper that only 8 of the 22 boats
complied with the rules. Please find attached the data of the measurements taken at registration. The current
rules require the exact location of the LWL limit marks and there were many not located exactly as the
certificate.

The 30 mm distance from a limit mark has to be considered (C.4.1.) and furthermore it is only the distance
between the limit marks that has to be correct. A small change of both limit marks does not make the
certificate invalid.

One of the MYA recommendations was to include a boat' s weight on the certificate, which would have been
a simple check on the compliance of the boats being presented for measurement. The MYA is pleased that
this has been included. However we are disappointed that the other recommendations have not been
followed up and these were mentioned in our email to Selwyn.

It’s a rule revision with small steps to improve the rule. You should not be disappointed. The inclusion of
the weight for check measurement is a big new step J

At this same event the event measurers gave every competitor the opportunity to get their boat compliant by
moving their limit marks. Consider the boat where the distance between the limit marks was 23 mm too
short according to the certificate. He moved his marks and complied with the certificate dimension before
racing. However the event measurers could not be certain that one or other or both of the marks was
correctly located, because there was nothing to relate the marks to the hull. Hence our suggestion of a
simple, practical, short and repeatable measurement to be included on the certificate from the back of the
rudder stock along the counter to the aft limit mark. If this measurement had been on the certificate the event
measurers could have been more certain that the marks were compliant.

Yes you are right then it would be possible. However the trim of the yacht (change of center of LCG) is
some essential freedom within this class . You can change the trim of the yacht and change the position of
the limit marks without losing certification preconditioned the LWL remains the same (s.a.)



Graham has adopted this principle in locating the mast of an A boat to the hull by an engraved line on the
deck rather than measurement from the foremost part of the hull, which can be variable as bumpers can
change etc. We see no reason why this principle should not be applied to the more important establishment
of the measured waterline on a 10 rater.

See above.

Establishing this waterline length compliance will be even more difficult in the multi-certificate scenario
without this control, because there may be a whole series of limit marks on the hull.

I think, that the same problem exists with any boat and the chance of failure is independent of the number of
certificates a yacht may have.

Plumb ended boats
The other difficulty with the placing of LWL limit marks is on plumb ended boats and we don't consider that
your proposal is either adequate or practical.
It is not adequate because the limit marks do not permit the accurate measurement of the draft. At the above
event, draft was checked from a flat surface to the underside of the hull at the limit marks with two 700 mm
rod gauges. It is vital therefore to have part of the limit mark at the waterplane level in order to check the
draft.
What you are proposing is not practical because putting a permanent mark on a bumper is virtually
impossible. Hence the suggestion to put the marks on the side of the solid part of the hull, not only marking
the level of the waterplane, but also with an arrow indicating the distance from the solid part of the hull to
the point on the bumper where the length limit mark might otherwise be, if it was practical. The event
measurer would then be able to take the relevant measurements to ensure compliance with the certificate.
The fact that you won't be able to read the bow dimension when the boat is sailing doesn't matter.

Enclosed an improved figure of setting of limit marks at plumb ended boats, which takes into consideration
your remarks. I hope this meets your remarks. The tape will stick on a solid part of a hull.

Already discussed is the impracticality of limit marks to see the ends of the waterline because they are
flooded by the meniscus and they really just give an approximate idea of where the waterline might be. In
the case of a Marblehead hull being used with a 10 rater rig it is a bit academic, but there should still be a
better way than is proposed.

Yes, the limit marks give only an idea and their benefit is mainly for check of LWL from anybody, perhaps
another competitor. Therefore we lengthen the marks above the waterline to be clearly visible.

Where such a boat has a sloping transom going down to the water the same approach, as at the bow, could
be applied with the arrow marked with the dimension to the aft end of the boat. This would be a far more
considerate approach to the owner, than having to build up a special piece of boat on which to place a limit
mark on what is obviously the end of the boat.

The case you describe is not a plumb ended boat. The figure L.4. is much like a “serving suggestion”. It’s no
requirement.

In the first line of your response about LWL measurement, I think that you have misunderstood our view on
the necessity to measure the waterline in a tank as part of the certification. Of course, it is necessary, but you
may have misunderstood the words 'not necessarily' in MYA comment 22, for 'not necessary'.
The rule that you are proposing, like the existing rule, does NOT require the waterline length to be measured
in a tank. The owner can place the marks quite arbitrarily where he thinks the waterline might be.



He could but it would be unwise to do that. It will be detected at a check using a tank. In fact, even if the
measurer checks that the limit marks are correctly placed, nothing stops the owner from altering his boat,
moving the marks, or not moving the marks. And, as above, the only way to detect this is with proper
checking using a tank.

The only reference to flotation is in the C section and you have specifically not used the defined word
waterline. This may be because this length may not be the real waterline length, as it refers to the line
between limit marks which may well be above the waterplane and therefore longer, if the limit marks are
placed beyond the waterline endings.

If the ERS waterline were used it would be reasonable to check draught to that waterline but it would be
impossible to know where that is without flotation. By using the waterplane defined by the limit marks it is
perfectly possible and easy to check the rule draught to that waterplane. The only relevant question / test is
‘are the waterline endings inside the limit marks?’ At an event, if there is calm water and some suitable
simple equipment, it will even be possible to check to see if the waterline endings are plausible. If there is
good reason to believe they are not plausible further action can be taken.

As MYA 48, the waterline length measurement should be made in the tank under Section D and certified
by the official measurer. You will see that the flotation rule and placing of marks is included in Section D. In
your proposal there is currently no mention of the defined term waterline, relative to flotation in C.4.1. You
will see in MYA 49 that this has been specifically mentioned and provides a 'real' instruction as to where to
place the limit marks. The latter is consistent with the A class rule proposal for the placement of marks.

See above comment.

You refer to rules before 1994, but the reference to alterations, minor changes etc and the need to remeasure
was always qualified by the words 'affecting the rating', i.e. changes could be made provided they didn't
affect the rating. It is not my experience that 'almost nobody complied with this rule'. Indeed it was a
requirement to remeasure your 10 rater every 2 years, because wooden boats take up moisture etc and their
rating changed with time. So, owners were specifically and regularly reminded by this requirement not to
'cheat'.

Owners have the responsibility to remeasure their boats if needed. I think they know if there is any action
required. And Roger, I am not aware of any wooden 10 Rater.

The attached data shows that the current rule approach doesn't discourage the culprits from showing little
regard for the class rule in the most important elements of the rule. The proliferation of self regulation
without the use of an official measurer is very much a concern and will not help owners keep their boats in
rating. With multiple certificates this is only likely to get worse.

I see no correlation with multiple certificates. Perhaps the owners need more advise. A gentle task for you
and myself.

Multiple certificates
Dave Hollom has answered your points about multiple certificates admirably in a separate email with no
good argument for them and I agree that this would not be good at all for the class. It is small already and if
the only way to compete is to have not just 'a measured boat', but to purchase a whole series of fins, bulbs,
rigs and sails, it will not be seen as a good class to get into.
As a designer I'm sure that you will recognise Dave's points about creating a good design that will work in
many conditions, which is something that designers are always striving for. To create a situation where
specialist performances can be achieved by pouring money into lots of alternative equipment is not fair to
ordinary club sailors. If that investment and equipment was put into creating additional boats for others to
sail by creating a few extra hulls with individual configurations, this would be more helpful to the class.



After our considerations of the A class, we would like to change the outcome of our comments MYA 6 and
11 and completely remove all of that section 'deviations outside of tolerances' and not just the 2nd
paragraph.

Rig height restrictions
These rig restrictions imposed on the class and future generations of the class are unacceptable as noted in
MYA 37, 38 and 39 and are unnecessary in an open class which should have lots of freedom. You make the
point about travelling, but this should be left up to the competitors themselves to decide.

Especially this subject is most important for the future of the class. It is a small restriction with very positive
influence and it is a very necessary for a fair sport at international level.

Unlike the Marblehead there is no difference in area with a tall as opposed to a low rig, so it is for designers
to design for the conditions expected in the various locations where international championships may be
held. There is nothing new in this!

Designers should design a yacht not for expected conditions at one event. This would increase the costs of
sailing a 10 Rater for ambitious sailors. Any transport opportunity is an important factor. My transport
opportunity of tall rigs is limited by my car.

Finally
Going back to my first paragraph, I'm sure that we both have the interests of the class at heart. The approach
which Graham is promoting is academic and not very practical in ordinary events where there is no
possibility of tanking at the lakeside. The MYA would like you to take some of these simple practical points
on board so that when basic event checking situations occur in the future, our event measurers will have
confidence that they are creating a level playing field.

Yes I love this class. The 10 Rater are the highest playing class within our sport ……… perhaps Mini 40 is
near by…

Cheers, Roger
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